Turnaround technique for intrastromal corneal ring implantation in eyes with false channel dissection.
We describe a turnaround technique for implantation of intrastromal corneal ring segments in eyes with femtosecond laser-assisted channel creation in which inappropriate surgeon maneuvering creates a false channel. The false channel causes difficulty in implantation as further forward maneuvering leads to enlargement of the false channel, finally precluding forward movement of the segment. This may result in suboptimal placement of the segment or abandoning the procedure. The situation can be overcome by removing the segment and turning it around so it is inserted in the opposite direction through the entry incision. It is then advanced using the second segment as an intrachannel instrument. The double-pass turnaround is used if asymmetric segments are planned and obstruction is encountered with the second segment. This technique was used successfully in 4 eyes with a false channel. No author has a financial or proprietary interest in any material or method mentioned. Additional disclosures are found in the footnotes.